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About this report
This document contains explanatory notes and brief commentary to accompany the Excel spreadsheet
‘Rethink RAN Service SON data module November 2017’. The surveys and forecasts on which the outputs are based were conducted in July to September 2017. There were 115 responses from Tier 1 and Tier
2 mobile operating companies, with active deployments, or plans to deploy, SON in some part of their network between now and 2022.
The commentary refers only to a selected number of the 22 data tables included in the Excel data module.
Additional tables are included in the spreadsheet and listed in the table of contents on the previous page
(e.g. regional breakdown, breakdown of current and future SON use cases).
Sheet 1. Investment and deployment patterns 2014-2022
Table 1
Annual investment in SON tools and services compared to total in RAN software
Table 2
Annual investment in SON by tools and services
Table 3
Number of projects or major upgrades initiated by MNOs per year, SON compared to all RAN software
Table 4
LTE, multimode and 5G macro and small cells total installed base
Table 5
Macro and small cells with centralized or hybrid SON capabilities
Table 6
Installed base of small cells with centralized or hybrid SON capabilities, by spectrum occupancy
Table 7
Small cell installed base by density
Table 8
Small cells with centralized or hybrid SON capabilities, by density
Table 9
Sites (macro and small) with SON capabilities, by technology
Table 10 Sites with SON capabilities, by SON architecture
Table 11 Sites with centralized or hybrid SON capabilities, by region

Sheet 2. Commercial priorities for SON deployment 2014-2022
Table 12 SON use cases supported, % of current deployments supporting each use case Q317
Table 13 SON use case priorities - number of MNOs placing each use case in top 5 priorities to support by 2022
Table 14 New SON deployment - inhouse vs hosted SON systems
Table 15 MNOs' top four drivers to deploy SON
Table 16 MNOs' top three barriers to deploy SON
Table 17 For which anticipated changes to your network do you think SON will be essential or valuable by 2022?
Table 18 Level of integration of SON with other network systems
Table 19 Critical MNO requirements for SON by 2022 (% placing in top 3)
Table 20 Plans to harness AI/ML for network optimization and SON
Table 21 Key drivers to integrate SON/optimization and AI/ML (% placing in top 2)
Table 22 Key barriers to integrate SON/optimization and AI/ML (% placing in top 2)
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AI, SON and the Self
Driving Cellular Network
Executive Summary
While everyone today is aware of the race to build a self-driving car, the race to build a
self-driving cellular network is far less of a public property, but nonetheless, it is a race
that is critical to the survival of existing MNOs.
The rise in self-optimizing networks, along with a huge increase in the total number of
cells, will lead to a radical uptake of virtualized Software Defined Networks. This will
make it possible to dial network resources up and down on-demand, but only if MNOs
can cope with another level of network complexity.
Rethink has once again consulted all of its MNO contacts in MNO strategy departments
all over the world, and found how they plan to deal with this complexity. Essentially it is
to move towards automated network optimization or (SON) and at the development of
AI and machine learning tools in parallel, to guide SON efforts, end to end, across their
networks.
As soon as 5G mobile networks begin in anger, they will be extremely automated, and
this step will mean huge shipments of automated SON tools which will take on the critical role it has always previously fallen short of.
The entire thing MUST be far more intelligent, and the introduction of AI/ML will help
operators automate their networks in a highly responsive way, to create what we are
calling ‘the self-driving telco.’
Artificial Intelligence and machine learning for networks is being accelerated through
standards bodies as we speak. ETSI will develop use cases and requirements for telco
network AI, which it will model in 2018 and then move on to testing and automation in
2019-2020, to be ready just in time for the first 5G self-driving networks. AI will also be
developed to detect cyber-crime and suspicious behavior in parallel.
Once automated decision making is in place it will offer the side benefit of helping an operator to understand its customers in greater depth, and the same goes for network
planning and traffic management.
To find more about AI and the Self Driving Cellular Network and to see our Forecast of
the technology players which it will benefit buy a copy of our Ran Research paper “The
Self Driving Cellular Network.”
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Methodology
The wireless forecast included in this report is based on research on the top 40 international mobile operator groups, which account for 80% of the global mobile subscribers
(IMG-40). From this representative group of operators, the macrocell and metrocell forecasts are developed.
From the starting point of a calculation of the number of cell sites already deployed worldwide, forecasts were made of the numbers of base stations that would be rolled out a) to
brand new sites and b) to replace or upgrade existing sites. These deployment forecasts
were then categorized by network topology, spectrum band, spectrum mode, region and
other factors. The equipment deployed in each case was also surveyed and modeled.
This report focuses on four key trends which are just starting to influence mobile network
operators’ (MNOs’) strategies for next generation network deployment, including LTE enhancement and the introduction of 5G.
These are:
Increasing levels of virtualization of many elements of the network, including – especially
in 5G – the RAN. Network functions will increasingly be run as software on commoditized
hardware, and those VNFs will be managed and coordinated with end-to-end orchestrators and SDN (software-defined networking) controllers.
This end-to-end virtualized network will lend itself to high levels of automation, which
will transform the total cost of ownership (TCO) of the RAN, core and backhaul. As the report will show, automation will be a gradual process for most operators. It will often be
introduced along with virtualization and 5G, but the ultimate goal, according to early movers like AT&T and Deutsche Telekom, is to automate the management and orchestration
(MANO) of at least 80% of network functions – which means physical as well as virtual
elements, and a common framework which covers not just the RAN, but the whole end-toend network.
In this context, SON (self-optimizing networks) will be an essential enabler. To date, SON
has been much hyped, but in reality has had limited functionality or impact on operators’
TCO and efficiency. However, the drive towards automation – which in turn will support a
fully flexible network and enhanced services and user experiences – will drive new functionality into SON, and will force it to ‘grow up’ and take a central role in MNO network
strategies.
This report analyzes the objectives, timelines and barriers which MNOs see to implementing these strategies in the 2017 to 2022 timeframe, based on a survey of over 100 senior
executives within Tier 1 and Tier 2 operating companies, combined with in-depth interviews with a selection of those executives, and with key vendors, standards and open
source organizations, and R&D efforts in this field.
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1 (Table 23 in the accompanying Excel data tables): Level of automation
expected in RAN planning, management and optimization

The dream of “fully AI-based autonomics” is far away, but eventually operators could improve the user experience and align network indications with customer demand and new
revenue opportunities.
At the heart of this is context awareness – the goal of many 5G-related projects, which envisage a whole new wave of mobile experiences, and revenue-generating services, which
derive from the networks’ precise knowledge of a user’s context, preferences and habits.
An AI system could allow the network to adjust the services it is offering according to
changes in user requirements, environmental conditions and business goals. This system
will result in standardized models for using AI to manage a network and intelligently control service delivery and user experience. The automated system will learn from previous
experience and so add intelligence to automated network planning and monitoring, reducing opex, improving capacity usage, and boosting user experience.

Some operators are already experimenting with the automated, self-optimizing, AI-driven
network. For instance, Telefonica has deployed its first service operation centers for intelligent management of its networks, based on real time, AI-aided analysis of customer experience. These initial centers are in Argentina, Chile and Germany and the Spanish-based
operator says they are a first step towards applying AI broadly to operations, proactively
spotting incidents and taking action to improve customer experience. The system will be
implemented in all Telefonica’s markets over time.
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Figure 14 (Table 21): Key drivers to integrate SON/optimization and AI/
ML (% placing in top 2)

Barriers to the self-driving telco
Of course, as argued above, the fully self-driving telco is years away and there are barriers
and inhibitors to automation, SON and network AI, which if not addressed in the coming
few years, will result in a very different pattern of 5G deployment and management from
the one envisaged by most MNOs now – and one which could deliver significantly less
business benefit.
With regards to SON specifically, Figure 15 shows the primary barriers which operators
currently see to wide-scale deployment. Many of these revolve around uncertainty about a
technology which, while it has been around for a decade, is still evolving and has not been
widely used in the ambitious context which MNOs now envisage.
So the most commonly cited barriers are a lack of compelling use cases - something which
many operators believe will be addressed by open APIs and enhanced ability to define
their own use cases – followed by uncertain return on investment. These are cited by 45%
and 42% respectively as top two concerns, and are followed by lack of confidence in automation tools and the related issue of the impact on staff, organization and processes.
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Methodology
The wireless forecast included in this report is based on research on the top 40 international mobile operator groups, which account for 80% of the global mobile subscribers
(IMG-40). From this representative group of operators, the macrocell and metrocell forecasts are developed.
From the starting point of a calculation of the number of cell sites already deployed worldwide, forecasts were made of the numbers of base stations that would be rolled out a) to
brand new sites and b) to replace or upgrade existing sites. These deployment forecasts
were then categorized by network topology, spectrum band, spectrum mode, region and
other factors. The equipment deployed in each case was also surveyed and modeled.

The Rethink RAN Research process summarized
These forecasts were based on a combination of data from:
Detailed surveys, interviews and operator-by-operator modeling of the IMG-40 groups.
Studies of the deployments and strategies of the top 100 4G operators, as tracked by Rethink Technology Research’s quarterly surveys, interviews and desk research.
A survey of 124 tier one operators about their detailed plans for RAN deployments to
2020.
Input from ecosystem vendors on shipments, technology strategies and competitive landscape, also updated quarterly.

Based on the surveys of operators and vendors, it was then calculated how those cell sites
would be equipped – by base station type, technology, frequency band etc, leading to a detailed unit and market size measurement.
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Who should buy this report

This report is critical to anyone involved in network planning or long term
technology strategy for cellular networks, as well as partners, implementers,
equipment suppliers, software providers and investors, at C Suite level down
to product marketing and product planning. The RAN Research arm of Rethink Technology Research is essential reading for anyone who wants to stay
on top of current trends and thinking among tier 1 and tier 2 MNOs across
the globe. It’s like being a fly on the wall in one of their planning meetings.

Pricing

Each module of RAN Research costs $2,000 for a single, individual license,
and $4,000 for a corporate license for any one module. This is the same price
for this module, but also for previous or future modules on Hetnet, Small
Cells, Cloud RAN, SON and enterprise small cells. RAN Research has been delivering RAN forecasts for 10 years and was the first research company in the
world to introduce a small cell forecast, which it has done every year since
2011. A discount for a FULL corporate subscription to include all modules
for a year, is available from Simon Thompson, head of subscription sales
(simon@rethinkresearch.biz).

How Do I buy this report?

Please follow this link to our eCommerce site to buy AI and the Self Driving
Network, as in individual license for one person. Or email
simon@rethinkresearch.biz for other pricing options.
Or call Simon on +44 (0)1280 820560
This report has been compiled by our Head of Research, Caroline Gabriel who
can be emailed at caroline@rethinkresearch.biz
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About Rethink Technology Research
Rethink is a thought leader in quadruple play and emerging wireless technologies. It offers consulting, advisory services, research papers, plus two weekly research services; Wireless Watch which has become a major influence
among leading wireless operators and equipment makers, and has recently
introduced RAN Research, a parallel research stream forecasting all aspects
of cellular RAN Equipment shipments; and Faultline, which tracks disruption
in the video eco-system, which has become required reading for anyone operating in and around quad and triple play services and digital media. Rethink
TV is Rethink TV a modular service which allows you to explore the recent
roadmap of OTT technology at any operator in the world, one at a time, a
country at a time or a continent at a time.
RAN Research derives from a broad research base of over 140 service providers (MNOs, telcos, cable and satellite operators, over-the-top providers)
worldwide. These organizations are surveyed on a regular basis about their
network infrastructure and business plans, and have a relationship of trust
with Rethink.
Rethink also has deep relationships with the telecoms ecosystem (tier one
device OEMs, vendors, technology developers, integrators, regulators etc),
and is perceived as a thought leader in many areas of the telecoms and media
sectors. Key areas of expertise and research experience include HetNet migration, small cells and carrier WiFi; transformation strategies for the RAN
and the BSS/OSS; convergence of IT and network skills and platforms; device
and chipset roadmaps; spectrum strategy.
www.rethinkresearch.biz
Editorial Contact:
Caroline Gabriel, Research Director
Rethink Technology Research Ltd
caroline@rethinkresearch.biz
+44 (0)207 450 1230
Sales Contact:
Simon Thompson head of business development
Rethink Technology Research Ltd
simon@rethinkresearch.biz
+44 (0) 1280 820560
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